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I> INTRODUCTION

v Several @3i®erl$iettts Raw been performed attempting 
to relate the attitudes of subjects to their ability to 
remember material which a grees or disagrees with those 
attitudeso In .general, the'-major conclusions derived from 
.-thesê-utndleŝ-'aihe'.' that a) the - amount of recall is' directly 
related to the .degree of harmony of the material with the ,; 
subject 's frame of reference,'and that b) material toward ’ ‘ 
which .the Subject has an extreme, emphatic attitude is re- . 
called more readily than material toward which the subject's 
attitude is less emphatic«. ; •

' i.-0 L» Edwards (1), using college students as' subjects,' 
and the method of. recognition (pro-New Deal and anti-New 
Deal material)1 found that the. pro-New Dealersmade higher 
scores on the 'pro-New Deal part of the test. He found that 

•= attitudes are hot only a factor in immediate recognition, 
but their/effects were present over a period of time. He 
concluded that "Recognition of material which harmonized 
with the frames of reference of our subjects, was signif- 
:. icantly better thanrecognition of material which cohflicted 
with the same frame of referenceHe adds- that "Further
more, the amount recognized was directly' helated to .the 
degree of harmony of the/material with respect to the framew



it siiould be noted here ;that the material which was 
..presented :td these .subjects •was'previously rated to be >;' 
anti'- or pro?-Hew Deal by six university professors, who 
.wer:@v\askedv%©/ahBwer 50 true-false questions on the Hew . 
Deal as astrong Hew Dealer would. Forty-six items were 
unanimously.agreed upon| a passage was construeted to in-. 
elude 23 of these and 23 opposite statements Xanti-Hew ' 
Deal)= It was supposed'that the college students used , 
as subjects considered the. subject matter in the same 
light (ioeo, opposed to the Hew Deal or favorable to the 
New Deal) as Id id thesix professors, : • :

A study by Postman-and Murphy (3), however, indicates 
that the generalization cannot be made that ability to 
retain material is Inversely proportional to the amount 
.of conflict that material presents to the subject's frame 
of reference. ' In this’ experiment 5 conducted during the 
Second World War, 28 elementary school children were 
given schedules to measure their attitudes toward a) the - 
United Nations Powers, and b)- the Axis Powers. Statements 
on the test were classed / 2 (strongly agree)| / 1 (agree) 
0 (undecided) | -I (disagree)and r2 (strongly disagree). 
Differently worded questions to measure the same attitude 
were also included in the" test - in order to furnish a test



for internal consistency. Statements; on the;schedule 
were, then lifted dtit and used as paired-assoeiate material 
in a memory task,, In general, the level of remembering was 
in this orders / 2, -2:5 /I, —1̂, 'C).9 • o ,
i- ■ Postman and Murphy concluded that:

rCa.)- Associations with which the subject- has an :ex™ , 
treme, emphatic attitude are formed more speedily than 
associations toward which the=subject1s attitude is-less 
emphatic j V - ■  ̂: v : - ^ ;

(b) to a much smaller degree 9 there is a similar 
difference in favor; of acceptable? as against unacceptable? 
materials . . . • v; . ; - ' : '

■ (6c0 “When confronted with both meaningful associations 
bearing on material of a political nature and incongruous 
pairs of words, the: snbjeots Of this expefimeht consist-, 
ently did better with the incongruous material," (3 9 p, 2 3 6) 
; Levine and Murphy (2) used five pro-Communist and. five 
anti-Gommunist college students as subjects,• The subjects 
were presented; with paragraphs containing pro-Soviet and 
anti-Soviet material and later tested, for recall.

The learning and forgetting curve ‘showed that each 
•group excelled in learning and retaining the ideas ■ of the 
paragraph fitting the attitudes of the group, and that the 
memory divergence; between the groups increased with-.time,



In an experiment; by Matson and Hartmann C1*) 9 the 
effeet upon recair ot pertinent argum.ents of strong athe
istic and thelstic attitudlnal ffaiies was studied o For • 
this .group9.material subjectively judged to he:affective 
was recalled to- a ;greater extent: and with hetter•quality 
than that rated as having "average" affectiveness. and ' 
materiai which supported'the subject's attitudinal frame ■ 
was retained better/ than'Saterlai- which opposed: it. Mhile 
the results were not:generally reliable statistically9 

they, showed a' trend. - / / :' -  ̂: ' :  ̂  ̂ : ; : : .h-v :



1I» STATEtlEHT OF THE. PROBLEM

In reviewing the literature in the field related 
to this study9 a number of significant- problems emerges - 
• 1. If the amount of recall is directly, related to '

' the degree of harmony of the material to be recalled 9 can 
a test situation fee devised which'would yield significant 
measures of the extent of this relationship? ■
' 20 How do such factors as the age and sex of the
subject affect the extent of-this relationship?

3o Conclusions from; previous studies, indicate, that; 
while there is a dire c t‘r®la tionship feetween the haraoriy 
of the material and the amount of recall, material with 
which:the subject emphatically disagrees 1s.recalled more 
easily •than material toward which. he, hae a milder 'disagree 
ment» Are these cohelusions.mutually incompatible, or 
can’they both.be supported. Within, the same study? ,

ho - If memory is': "selective i" dependent upon the: 
individual's attitude toward the material to be remembered 
does; this. :,,selectiveriessl! Increase or decrease with the : 
passage of time —  ̂i*#., does attitude play a greater: or t 
lesser part 1% retention Immediately after a test situa- 
tloh dr9 say, a week later?- .
: The purpose of this study is to arrange and conduct
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"an experiment which will bring together, the problems, 
stated. 'aboire:S and to determine and examine some, prob
lems whieh: emerge as - a resnlt of this studyo . ; : ';



ill. iUBlEGfS

; From classes: in psychology / sociology, foreign ■'
' languages ? economics political science 3 mathematics 9 .
education, histcry and English,907 subjects were made- 
available for this study.• Ho special attempt was made 
to use the students of any ■ special classes as subjects. . '
Schedules were arranged' beforehand with the instructors, 
who were very cooperative throughout, as were the sub-7. ' 
nects . themselves . / . -. . ’ t , ;

’fhe experiment included two separate sessionsone ' 
week; apart, and:since 151 subjects .were not present for ' 
the second session. they were ■■eliminated as- sub jects.
Others (82)' were eliminated for - failure to follow in
structions. Only, three subjects from a total of over 
900 were reluctant to disclose their political learnings, t 
Two individuals refused to cooperate in the test situa- , 
tion for unknown reasons. This left a total of 669 sub
jects who completed all parts of the experiment according 
to the instructions given. Distributions' according to 
sex, age, etc., of the subjects are shown in Table 1 (p. 8 )



v; . Table :1 :
Classif 1 cation of Subjects;

Group Designation ; /Sugbet: e
10 All; Subjects ,1 669'

■ 20 ■.-•Female Spbjlects ■ • 366

/3= Male, Subjects - - ■ - 303 -
b-o Subjects aged. 19 years • : ^

and younger .' - 185
. "5o - Subjects aged 20-23 years 3'

Inclusive ' ' - ■ 357

60 Subjects -aged 2^.year's v- - / ■ .
and older ' , . ; ■ y : 127

X .7 „ ' Sub j @ cts inte.re s t:: i n  p o l i t i c s  X. ■ - ’ X -  X ^ 5̂
80 Sdbjebts %bb claimed little" "■ ,, - ; i n t e r e s t  i n  - . p o l i t i c s .  . .X-.- - r : 215
9° Subjects enrolled In the Liberal 

f Arts College.. 329
100 ' Subjects enrolled in collegeAX X yx y,

other than Liberal Arts .3̂-0



IV. METHOD

A*. Administering the Test.
This experiment was conducted in the Spring of 1952? 

while the Democratic’Administration under President Truman 
was still-in office. Dramatic events (e.g.. Truman's dis
missal of General MacArthur, investigations of subversion 
.in-the governmentj the Korean War) were unfolding at a 
furious rate. Campaign' speeches, by Democrats and Republi
cans for the 1952 elections were becoming- more frequent = 
Discussions on campus and elsewhere reflected opinions which 
ranged from the extreme of pro-Democratic sentiment to that 
of anti-Democratic sentiment. This seemed to be a particu
larly appropriatetime to choose political attitude as a 
basis for this experiment. Therefore, the attitude pro- 
Democratic anti-Democratic was chosen.

1. Preliminary Attitude Schedule. In order to de
termine whether there was a wide enough range of attitude 
among the subjects used in the experiment, it was felt 
necessary that some rough measure of distribution of poli
tical attitude be taken. Before the administration of the 
test, proper, the subjects were given an attitude schedule 
(cf. appendix) which included 16 items, each scaled from



1 to 59 ranging from a strong Democratic response to 
■:a strong Bepubliean response<, The material for the ite®S' , 
was. obtained fr©M magaz:ihe and newspaper editorials = The 
sohedule was .administered to .15 persons known by the writ
er to have had very strong pell tidal oonviotions 9 in a . .: 
Skbtchy9” informal attempt to insure that th.e schedule ffieas- 
ured :what it; was designed to measure. The .results were 
surprisingly satisfaetorys the nine Republicans scored 
extremely high on the Republican end of the scale, while 
the Democrats1 sedres were high on the Democratic endof 
the scale„ Since, this schedule served only to provide a 
rough estimate of the distribution of political attitude ? 
and since its results are not a direct factor, in the -con-- ■ 
elusions of this study, it did., not.seem necess.ary to ex
amine It further for vaTidity' or reliability=

2„ Classification and Ranking of ih Political State
ments by the Sub j ects „ Each: sub ject was given an envelope - 
containing 14 slips of paper. Seven of these slips con™ . 
tained statements favorable to the Democratic Administration 
the other seven slips contained statments opposed to the 
Democratic - Admihlstration. ' The slips were all .shuffled 
before being placed in the envelopes in order to insure 
that they were not read by all the subjects in any parti
cular order = Furthermore, the slips were hot-' numbered,t 
lettered, or Identified in any way. The statements on 
these slips read as follows:



The Democratic Administration has put through 
price-control laws which1are effectively curbing 
inflation. : / ' •;
v The Democratic Administfation's foreign pol

icy has helped, to cheek the spread of Communism ■ "
in the; world o ; r - ^

The Democratic Administration should remain in office at least until the present" emergency is - over. w  : •
The Demdcfatic Administration how in office 

is in general corrupt and inefficient.
The Democratic Administration sponsored big ■ 

relief programs ■because it was an effective way of 
swinging votes. - - ■: ■ . '

The Democratic Administration is going in the 
direction of socialism by damaging the free enterprise system, 1

The Democratic Administration refuses to fire 
known Communist sympathizer® in the State Department. ■' ■■/ ., - ■; ' ' ' ■ • .

•The Democratie Admihistratioa has purposely 
gotten us Into wars in order-to stay in power. .

The Democratic "Administration is making an hon
est and capable effort to prevent another world war.

The Democratic Administration did as well as 
any party could to overcome the evil’e'ffects of the 
depression, j
. > v The .Democratic .Administration has tried to give too much power to the labor unions. v . ■

The Democratic Administration has- been in power 
.for over 18 yearsj and should now step aside.

'The'Democratic Administration-has been a real 
help to the farmer by supporting prices and helping : 
to plan crops, ■ i ■• . ' ^

The Democratic'Administration has sponsored :



' social legislation ( e o g =:9 Soeial Security) which
• will have a .lasting, good effect on' our' economy„ .■

:' In addition, each slip contained brackets;within
which the subject could check -hither "Agreed or "Dis
agree," and brackets wi thin >&i c h ■ he. could; indie ate the 
order of agreement or disagreemento 
■ the instructions which accompanied the envelope

.and; tour teen slips of: paper.;were: as follows S:; :

• . ; ' Attached to this sheet you. will find an
'-:ehveldpe which contains several slips of paper, 'each inscribed, with a statement on some aspect
; of national politics.. . ' \ t "

.With, some of. the statements you.will agree| 
with some others you will disagreeo
;: ' You are to separate all those with which you ,:. disagree,, fromthose with which you agr ee. Mark ' 
each slip by.placing a check mark before "Agree" ,; or " D i s a g r e e ,   ̂ ■ ' ; ■ ' f: .’ ; . ■

Please read each statement carefully, con- ■ sider it briefly, and make your choice, even.if your agreement or disagreement is so.mild as to •
v v ..be almdst neutralo ■, : f V':x- ': • ' -
" . ' Choose, the statement with which you disagree .

most. In the space before "Order9" mark this one "1."' Mark the- statement with which you disagree 
: next most "2 9"and so forthb . '

v V;; .  Repeat this process for the statement s with 
' ; ; ;Which you agree. Mark the. one with which you agree 

• most "I," the- one with which you agree next most 
. "2," and so forth. ' - f;;;. . f ' ; .

■ • 'When you finish, check to see that each slip
is marked either "Agree11 or "Disagree" | also check 

.to make sure that you have,numbered each slip in 
- kthe -two Sets.. / , , : :;k:



: . Place the slips back in the envelope and . .\.seal the . envelope , ' :

■ The subjects were allowed 15 minutes for this por~ 
tiom of the experiment> . . \ ,

3o First Direct Recall. Irmnedi&ely after these 
envelopes were turned in by.the subjects9 they were given - 

. blank : sheets of. paper ?.. with the following. oral ins true- ' 
tions? : v-V: ' J ' - f ;  'S

- In; the ' last part of this experiment 3 you 'v ̂
were asked to evaluate a group of sentences and 

: arrange them in orders of agreement and disagree- 
- ment» You are now asked to recall as many of these

' statements as you 'can ? and' write them down on this' . sheet. of paper as they oecur to you« It Is hot: ' necessary that they be in any special order? but : v::
please try to write the sentence down in as close

; to. the original1 wording asbpessible •> You will be :given 10 minutes for. this’part of the experiment. Please do not discuss any part of this test with 
. anyone. Oyt \ ' " V:.''

• After having completed this part of the experiment, 
thb subjects were thanked for their cooperation, and the 
impression was left that they would:not be asked to par- ■ 
tlCipate in the experiment any furthers

b-o Second Direct Recall. • Exactly one week later 9 i 
the subjects were given sheets of paper oh which were . 
Mimeographed the following instructions:- - -Ip/"'

". - .. Last week you were given a set of small slips of blue paper;in an envelope. Today you■ are asked td. recall as many of/the •.statements 
on these slips, as you can (in no special order)in as close to the Original.wording as/possible. ' / //
/ijse back of page, if necessary. • - /: - ' ■ .  •' ' '



.Please de not discuss any part of this .experiment with amyome. \ ' - ; f

The papers were distributed 12 minutes before the end 
©f the class • hour9 and the subjects were, told they had the 
last ten minutes of the hour for. this part of the test», . ;

Bo Scoring the Testy ' / -
< /; . 1c, : Preliminary Attitude Schedule« ' Since each multi
ple choice item on the schedule contained five ."answers.11 

rumgihg from strong pro-Democrat to strong Republican9 . 
weight, values of from 1 (strong lepubliean) to 5 (strong 
v!D.em#erat.')/ywer'e'-assigned, t© each responseo Hence , the , 
Strongest pro^Democratic response schedule would have a 
total value of 80 (lb x 5)| while the strongest Republic 
can schedule would have a total value■of 16 (16 x Do 
.ihe midway .score between these two extremes would be N-8
(16 x 3)o The totals of all the schedules were, tallied ; ;
and a frequency histogram was .constructed (figure I)*
. 2\> First .Direct Recallo hSince the primary purpose
.of this study was to relate the amount of recall on the one 
hand to.the strength of agreement' or disagreement of the. 
material on the. other, it. was necessary to devise a method 
which could bring about this relationship without neces
sarily dealing with the actual identity of the material 
being recalled, That is to say, we are not concerned with 
whether subjeet Ho <, 1 r©Galled some particular statement,



only that he recalled a statement that for him had 
a certain value on the scale "strength of agreement or, 
disagreement," To obtain this relationship, the fol
lowing steps ‘ were takem , ’ • ' - • •

a) Recording the rank orders of the I1* statements 
as aramnged by each subject« This was done by assigning ;
an identifying number to each - statement , A. rank order ,
scale was then cohstructed for each subjedt, . For th© : ; b':
purpose of illustration/ the rank orders as chosen by ’
the first three subjects are submitted here:

v ;  V  T a t I e  ^  . /  ; ; ;
SuMSSi ■ ; : :: : :Mumber .Rank Orders as Designated by First Three Subjects

Strong

1 ) %■: 10 7 6 9 f \'2 . 1 3 1 1 1 1 2  ih 3 8

 ̂ .2 ) 3 12 lb - 8 13 ; 5 11 1 b- k X  > 7 9 1 0 .
3 ) 6 5 9 7 10 ^ 11 3 1 8  ih 2 12 13

Subject Hoo 1 agreed most strongly with,Item h (“The 
Democratic.Administration's foreign policy has helped to 
check the; spread of Communism in the world,")* Subject 
Ho, 2 agreed most strongly with Item,3 (■*,The Democratic 
Administration now in office is in general corrupt and 
Inefficient,") Subject Ho, 3 agreed most strongly with '



Item Ho. 6 (Hilie ;j)em©gri,tic Administration did as well 
as any party eould to overcome the evil effects; of; th© : 
depression."). As can be seen from the rank orders, chosen 
by the first three subjects 9 there is a wide divergence,
:;even ̂among people ̂ hf.'the ;same political leaning, as to : 
where;, along the scale of ''agreement-dlsagreememt" any : t 
giyen statement will be placed by the various subjects.
Here, itbseemŝ  jisvthe critical point in an experiment of 
this, type. For if- the different statements had been as
signed values beforehand by "experts.tt (professorspoli- . 
ticianss etc.) it would seem unsafe to presume that the 
subjSets would infer the same political implloatlons from 
the statements as did the "experts.fl When a subject views 
a statement, he views it in terms of .his own frame of re- . . 
fefence. . Ho two Democrats react in exactly the same way 
to any ”pro-Democratic11 statement. Fur thermore, the re
viewing of over. 900 attitude sQhedules and almost 700 rank 
orders has shown that fairly .cons.istent political atti
tudes: are rather rare among university students.
' b, .Scoring the subjects1 first direct recall on their 
respective rank ordersg To illustrate this next step, the 
rank orders as chosen by the first three subjects are again 
submitted^ ' ! : : : . -I; . ' ' ' : -



Table 3
: 'Reeall;of Items by First 3.Subjects'As' Sebred i:gains t Their Bank Orders of • - iAgreement^Bisagreement

Subject Strong ' Strong:Amber:/: Agreement V■ Agreement Disagreement Disagreement
D  ©  1 0 , © ®  9 1 11 @  1^ 3 #
2) " Q) ©  ''©■ 8 (Q) ( $ ®  ©  '7 ' 9 ©  : ;,
■'35; 5. 3  5 9 Q) 10 4 11 3 Q) < D @ 1 2©

The items which each subject recalled were encircled 
on the rank order he prepared9 as indicated in Table 3 =
This tells us thab 2- of the first 3 subjects recalled the 
statement with which they had the strongest agreement; one 
of the first 3 subjects recalled the statement with -which he 
had the next strongest agreement9 and so forth. All three . 
subjects recalled the item with which they had the strongest 
disagreement» At this point in the study9 for the purposes 
of SGQring 3 the actual identity of the item which is re-̂  - 
called is abandoned in favor'of; its position in the respec
tive rank orders arranged by the subjects <. A tally was then- 
made giving the totals of the number of subjects who re
called the item with which they had the strongest agreement; 
the number of subjects who recalled the item with which ' 
they had the next strongest agreement5 and so forth on 
through’the item with, which they had the strongest:disagree
ment (Hoo Ih on the rank order scale3 ®. . -
; 3 0 ' Second'■Dir ect Hecall 0 - .The ■same procedure for ■; ' :



sĉ ririgv wasi used for the. second direct recall ,(one. week 
later) as was used for the first direct recall. . yv

; : This provided the basis for relating (a) amount of
recall with (h) strength of agreement-disagreement, on- 

: a scale of 1 through l40 ' ‘ - : i:y:d ' i : '



V. RESULTS

In order to make the statistical presentation 
of the results more intelligible, it seems pertinent 
to preface these results with a brief explanation of 
some of the concepts used in this study:

The agreement-disagreement continuum: As has
been explained previously, this device has been used 
in order to provide a basis for calculation of the 
correlation between the rank order of recall and the 
degree of harmony (or conflict) of the material being 
recalled. The agreement-disagreement continuum ranges 
from 1 to I1*, with "I" being strongest agreement and 
“i V  being strongest disagreement.

Correlation: In this study, "correlation" always
refers to the extent of the relationship between the 
rank order of recall and the agreement-disagreement con 
tinuum. In all cases, correlations are derived through 
the method of rank difference (rho):

Significance: In order to test the reliability of
the various correlations obtained against the Null Hypo
thesis, "t" values were derived from the formula

V / -  /**-



From these "t" values, levels of significance were ob
tained. (A .01 level of significance indicates that the 
probability is that only onee in 100 times would the rela
tionship obtained be caused by chance factors.)

The divergence of the observed values on the first 
recall for the entire group was tested also against the 
values obtained on the Null Hypothesis through the for-

producing a X = M+.98, significant at the .01 level.
To determine the significance of differences be

tween the various correlations, the formulae

were used. The Critical Ratio value 3*0 was used as a 
criterion of significance. The largest correlation dif
ference observed was that between males and females on 
the second recall (.032 and .758 respectively). This 
difference produced a Critical Ratio of only 2.3O; hence 
neither this difference, nor any other observed in this 
study, can be considered statistically significant.

A. Estimated distribution of Democratic-Republican

mula

and



attitude of the 669 subjects used In this study. Atten-
11ob:is called}to, the many possible shortcomings of the 
constraction and administration of the attitude schedule 9 
and to the fact that aside from the -pre-.testing of the 15 

subjects mentioned earlier«. no attempt was made to: submit 
the results of the schedule to statistical analysis for 
validity or reliability. However9 they compare well with 
results of the.elections that year9■and they seem to re
flect the opinions of the subjects as observed from dis- ' 
cussions on campus»

A composite of the results Obtained on all sixteen 
items of the schedule9 by all 669 subjects9 followss •

A Composite.of Hesults Obtained on All 16 Items ;• Of the Attltudinal Schedule by 669 Subjects '
• Description of Besnonse . • Number of 1ime s Che eked
_ Strong Republican - 1 . 1520
Hepublican - ■ 3026

MHeutralM-; . / 1 nd - 24-90
; Democratic - ' 24-53 -

; .. Strong. 'Democratic ' ; d 1237 : . .

‘ Figure 1. (p» 22): shows the frequency- histogram
relating a) the'numerical values.(total scores) obtained, 
from all the completed;schedules:with b) the number of 1
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subjects achieving those valueSo \ ■
: : v fable: N- arid flgure 1 both show that according to „

' the responses obtained, on the attltudlnal schedule, the 
attî ucies toward, the Democratic patty were fairly well 
distributed* The distributioh curve was approximately 
horpalj with & slight skewness in the direction favor- 

. able to the Eepubllcap p a r t y ' •
' B* . Besults in terms of the number of recalls as . t

compared with the strength of agreement or disagreement 
with the items being recalled* Table 5 (pp° 2̂ -25) gives 

■ the numerical yalues for the' results.obtained on the first
direct recall.̂ wi th: the 'rank order scale ranging; from 1 

• (strongest agreement).to It (strongest disagreement)*
. , Table 6 (pp, 26-27) gives.the same information for

the second direct recall, (one week later)?
in general9 the results on these tables Show that 

the item on the Strength of Agreement-Disagreement Scale 
recalled, most often by the group was item 1 (strongest 

. ■ agreement)„ Then follows a general reduction in amount
r of recall9 going down the scale through Item In almost
all eases 9 Items 6, 7 and 8 produced father•high recall.
scores» Another generally steady decrease- follows9 until : 
we come to Item l49 which almostinvariably was recalled



: . -$aMe 5 :: :;\; ; v;-" '
Results ia Terms of the HuBberef Recalls as Compared with the Strength of Agreement or Disagreement 

■v of the Items Being Recalled ■
V; .First Repaliy ' .

strength of ; Number of RecallsAgreement-' •'Disagreemeht Group., 1 , Group Group
■SI:-.

Group4 Group:y;,5.
■ : > 365+ 202 -■ 162 96 192

: ■ ■ 2 317 185 1 3 2' _ 92 172

- 3 ': y - v 316 187 ' 1 29 94 156

. 299 -170 . 129 ; 99 l4l
5 ' ‘ 308 177 131 . ' 86 y 159

.. : 336 190 146 ■ 92 178

7 304- 177 127 71 ; 174
' 331 181 150 88 180

9 : 277 161 • 116 83 143
10 ■; 274 167 107 77 : 141 :

= V ' -' ll t -' ' 268 l4o 128 68 >144
; 12 ;255 142 113 66 - 134
13 - / : 256 ; t o 113: > 66 138

■ ik 283 152 :13R'':'. 79 : 144
. Group 1: 669 Subjects9 Total Sample •'
Group 2s. 366 Female Subjects \
Group 3s"303 Male Subjeets ' "
Group 185 Subjects Aged -19 Years and Younger
Group 5° 357 Subjects Aged 20-23 Yearss.Inclusive



v ; : - table 5 (Continued) ; '
Strength of Nniflber of Recalls :
Agreement- ' i \
'Disagreement . Group , Group Group Group Group

r ; v: ' 76 223 lifl. 177 . 187
■;; 2:/\:v ^  . . ■ 53 195 122 157 . 160

, 3 . ; ' ? 66 v 202 p ii^ . .' 158 158 v
- . % l8l 118 . 138 . • 161
^  r- 63 19̂  114- , 191 ; 157 -::

6 * ' ; ' 66 20V 1 3 2 : ‘ 151 • 185
7 :y>, .. 59 173 131 199 1^9

’ ' 8 V: ; • 63 203 . 128 165 166

9 51 169 108 136 141

10 56 181 93 130 1W

; ; 11; ' ;  ; 56 176 . ■ 92 : 3 128: ; 1^0

:: 12 ' 55 150 ... ■ 105 122 ' 133

13 ": ■ ; 52 ^- 161 • 95 124 132

A,, -14 , ' '  : 60 173 110 l 4p 143

Group 6s5 127" Sub3©its Aged 24 Tears and Older . V-:
Group 7s 454 Subjects Mho Glaimed an Interest in
' v . : Political Matters : ■

Group 81 215 Subjects Mho Claiiied Little Interest •
. In.'Political MaWers j :

Group 9s 329 Subjects Enrolled-in the Liberal Arts 
. .college ' .. .p. : : :
Group 10s 340 Subjects Enrolled in Colleges Other than 
• p. ■ Liberal Arts j \ X.'



'' ' '•';v v . v  5!abl@ 6:;; V ' ,;V! ■ 4 - v
: "Results In Terms of the Number of Recalls asCompared .-with the, Strength of ..Agreement or Disagreement: of- the Items . Being: Recalled
: Second Recall

Strength of Etmber of RecallsAgreement-Disagreement Gr oup • Group2/;Y!':Group4 C-3'4' Group Group:y4#4;
■ : : ; 220 :: 131' 89 68:. 4.1094

2;- .. . : 147 89 4;f; 58 . 43 : yif
:: 3 . • - . l4l 81 -4404::4-.;42'Y; .:: 44634:

;■ 162 :Y : 94 68 50 :,::j854
150 84 66 46 '71
185 107 78 : 49 .4 - 94

;1;7: 162 100 .62.: 47 . 4 88
.169; : Y/87, 4-; 8t, 44 ;;;.:v:86y'
l4l 78 ;: 63 : 4o; ;4 65

; -  : t; 125 73 - 38 ; 60
: U. : . .: - .: 135. : : 68 '67-': ; M 4 70

■' ■ lifl 77 64 Y ; 39 : ;• : 74
' - Y ̂-3 :; 134 -4:4;'64; - :70 29 75
. Y 14 .150 80 70 ■ . t-lj- r-44. 78

- Group Is 669 Subjects 9' Total Sampie '1.
Group 2.s 366 Female Subjects
Group 3;s. -303 Male: Subject® . :  ̂ .
-Group: 4s 185 Subjects Aged"Years and Younger,
j- Gtoup 5°o 357 Subjects Aged 20-23 Years., Inclusive



: _ " ; : Table 6 (Gontinujed)
Strength of - " Eimber of ReedllsAgreettent#; ; ;  ---' ; ^
Disagreement Group

' yy'r.̂::,:
Group ; Group

y ’y. &. .. . Group. :K:9.
Grou 
1 0 y:

: 4-3 126 94- 100 . <120

2 ':/ : 30P ■' .86 61. 82

:■ .3 . ’ y^:3#/' 87 f f c C b si
' ■V': ■ 27 103 59 /■m/ W t B 'W.
: 5 • / V-\j;:33-:''-y': ' 90 60 :/ '.i 73 ,. ■';,/ 77
: 6: >  X 4-2. 120 65 :/'y' .78 107

■ '■ 27b : 88 / & : y 86 : 76

39 108/ 61 b-0
y::/iy\ :, : 36 59 74

i S O  " 27 " - y :; >9 / 4-6 53 y 72
90 ' 57 i-'*

'12 v': 28 y 82 ■ » 63 : . • 78

30 : j 8 5 : , I / / ;  :S:y:yy / :;' so
Ik r " 28 y 87 - y S B f - : > ■ /  -7 0 :;': so

Group 6?; 127;;Snh|ecte Aged 2b Years and Older
Group 7s Subjects Who Claimed an Interest iii. Political Matters : ,■ I- ,
Group 8s • 215 Subjects Who -Claimed little Interest■: v ; V ■ j y: in Political Matters ■ ;: '. - _• v-;:.
Group 92: -329 SuhdectS Enrolled -Im' the Liberal Arts 
' ' C; - College  ̂ : ; ' o:: : - :/ %
Group 10g 3^0 Subjects Enrolled in Colleges Other than liberal Arts ■



Bore often than any of the items elos© _t© it =,
' €:« Results in terms of correlations between the

rank.order of recall'and the strength of agreement^dis- 
:agreement of the Items being: recalledo Correlations for: 
the various groups considered In the study are shown In. 
Tables 7 and 8 (pp. 29-30).
' .For the entire group, on the first recall, the cor- ,
relation between rank order of recall arid the strength 
of agreement~disagreemerLt. of the items being, recalled 
produced a correlation of <>785̂  significant at the. 101 -
levelo . This value was exceeded only by the values ob
tained for females, subjects 19 years of age.and younger, 
and subjects enrolled in:colleges other- than Liberal Arts§ 
■-■■'0.8 5 1? o85ir and <, 807i respec11 vely = The lowest values ' 

( 0 602 apd 'o 508) were., respectively, for ;males1, arid subjects 
2k year s of age and older . . :
• These values dropped somewhat for 'all the groups oh - 

the second recall, although the differences are not stat
istically significant^ While the female correlation 
dropped-only from 851 to <>758 9 the male correlations 
dropped from O602 to O032e. On the-second recall, all cor
relations wore statistleally mot significant, with the 
exception of those for females and for. subjects 19 years ,. 
of age and. younger o - :: - ■ " ? 'I '. - ' ; ' : . -
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Table 7 ■ . v;,;;
Correlations Between the Rank: Order of Recall ■

.And the Strength; of Agreement or Disagreement of :/ ' the Items Being Recalled ■
r 'V- First Beoall :, - . j :: 'S:;":-:-'V

GrouT) . /" ‘ ■ Probability, ■of 
6ttt̂ 6 . Occurring by Chance

1 ; ' c785 b.3b05 . Less- than l/lOO
2 - .851 5 .6 3 8 9 : Less:than i/1 0 0 .
3 : .602 2 .6 0 7 0 - ' 2-5 /1 0 0 /

:■ ' V851:; ■5 .6 3 8 9 ' . Less. than 1 /1 0 0

; 5: .6 2 2 - : y 2 .7 7 1 8

6 .5 0 8 2 .0 1 9 0 • 5-1 0 /1 0 0 '
7 : .730. b .3198 Lessa than 1 /1 0 0

.8 . -710 30I926 ■ . Less than 1/100
• 9 °7h7 3 .912^ . . Less than 1/100

10 .807 > .7 3 1 1 Less than 1/100

Group ■Is 669 Subjects, total sample ■6

Group 2: 366 Female Subjects:
Group 3s 303 Male Subjects ' ;:
Group hi 185 Subjects Aged 19 Years and Younger : ;
Group 5: ■ 357•Subjects Aged 20̂ 23 Years, Inclusive 6

Group; 6: 127 Subjects Aged 2̂  Years arid Older :::
Group 7s i+51+ Subjects "Interested" in Polities ’’ i:'
Group 8s 215 Subjects "Not Interested* in Polities
Group 9s 329” Subjects in Liberal Arts College ; •'
Group 10: 3̂ -0 Subjects in Other Colleges



Table 8
Correlations Between the Bank Order of Becall And the Strength of Agreement or Disagreement of: the Items Being Recalled ;

Second Becall '
Probability of

Group , / ; "t" Occurring by Chance
2-5 /1 0 0

% ■ :2t ';: ; , b?58 - 3o9'998 Less than 1/100
3 . . : .1109 Over 50/100
h ■ .6 5 3 2 .9 7 6 3 . ’ 1-2 /1 0 0

= 5: / .200 .7069 50/100
; - 6. / ■ ;; : ‘ .477 . 1.8834 / v. 5|lo/10o ;:>/
: 7 .477 1 .8 8 3 4 5-1 0 /1 0 0

8 .442 1 .7 0 5 1 ; ■ • : : lo/ioo ?'&■
9 • .4 7 9 lb8914 ' v 5 1̂ 0 /1 0 0

1 0 /v . .484 1 .8 8 2 9 i 5-^0/100

■ Group Is 669 Subjects, Total Sample 1/ . . ,
Group.2s 366 Female Subjects /- . j \
Group 3s 303 'Male Subjeets
Group 4s 185 Subjects Aged 19 Years and Younger .
'Group 5s 357 Subjeets Aged 20-23 Years, Inclusive
Group 6s 127 ■Subjects. Aged 24 Years and Older •
Group 7s 454 Subjects "interested" in Polities ■
Group. 8s 215 Subjects "lot Interested" in Polities 
Group 9» 329 Subjects in Liberal Arts College
Group 10s 340 Subjects in Other Colleges



D, Results iii terms of correlation comparisons« 
by sexo . Here there is a very marked difference in cor- : 
relation,: the widest" difference produced by any of the 
sub-groups we chose to compares. This difference is' n o t / 
only very apparent on the first recall, but. becomes even 
more-marked on the second recall. In both recalls, the 
correlations .for:fepaies.were considerably higher than " - v ft 
those for. "malesWhile these differences are not statis
tically significant, they seem to show a trendg -

. A Comparison of Correlations,. ' -.
f : - : Male-Female. ; V

Sam;: ■ -QeourS ^ 1̂ !

First Recall <,851 5» 6389 . Less than 1/100
303 EaieS^s i - i ; ' 4-5/100 .
First Recall = 602 2.6070 ; 1 • ;

366 Feiaales? J ' VSecond Recall »758 3 ->9998 Less than 1/100 .
303 Males, - r V - l f ■■ ' ' ':■' ' "■;':'Second Recall .03$ .1105 : Over 50/IOO .,y

I : Results in terms of correlation, comparisons , . . :; . ,
by age groups. An analysis of ' the -results' obtained on 
the first recall for the three age groups indicates that - ' 
the Mmst of; thfel cSrr eiat i'oir be tween: :r ank order, of. recall and



strength, of agreement-disagreement varies inversely; with 
the age-range of the groups studieds - v • . ; . :

. Table 10 , . ■ - Y
' - ■ A' Comparison of Correlations 9 : % . - ■'

' ;  d  : - Y  " g d  by; Age Group \  . d;,
■ r: ;Y g; ^ :; Y : ■ ' . - '. Probability ofvGrouud .;;' - : // . ■ ; "t" - Qoeurrlng by Chance:

.127 Subjects . • ■ Y /Y./d, g ̂ ■ /- Y;
2b" Years and ■ Y : g - ' - ■ ■ ;.gg g- ;g: .
Clder gY Y;-; ;g .^ 0 8 ; 2,0190 - 9-10/100
357 Subjepts' ;>ĝ YY-2:YY -YY YY;>-, Y' m - Y Y; .. 7
20 -2 3 Years , ' :g; .̂v.-g-g ' .' ' - --- -
.Inclusive ,622 .. 2.2885 • 2-5/100
185 Subjects " • - - '
19 Years- and ; g ' .
Younger > .851 5=6389 Less than 1/100

On the" second recall, only the ,youngest group pro-: , 
duced a'correlation (i653): significant at greater than 
the .05 level. Y YYY/ Y ; ,Y:vY; ■ ;
' F. Results in terms of correlation com'parisons, 
all other groups.; ,, g A ■ c ompari son of re suit s : f or the sub-, 
jeets who rated themselves ’’interested" in polities as ,_g 
opposed - to the.subjects who rated themselves "not IntefYY 
ested" Yshows nO' appreciable- differences either on the 
first recall, or on-the second recall. Similarly, a 
comparison of results of Liberal;Arts students with those 
of students of other: colleges shows no appreciable dif-. : - 
ferences for either first or second grecall,,; The correla-
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txons were significant at the <>01 level for all groups 
on the first recall; none of the groups produced a sig
nificant correlation on the second recall=



%VI. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION

For clarity of presentation9 the conclusions . 
derived, from this experiment .will first be "briefly 
listed) then discussed in 'order : 
v - A. Conelusionso
, 1, For the entire group $ on the first retail)

there was a signlfieant Gorrelation between a)-the' 
extent of congruence of the various statements with 
the subjectsf political attitudes9 and b) the sub
jects 1 ability to recall those statements, :
p." v; 2. This significant correlation on the first re- 
eall existed for all.the' sub-groups studied, with 'the; 
exceptions of groups 3 (303 male subjects) and 6 (127 

subjects 2b years of,age; aiid older), (002 was Used
as .a ©filerion of significance,.)

3 = The correlation decreased very "sharply on the' 
Second recall, becoming statistically insignificant 
for the entire group and for all the sub-groups with j 
the exceptions of groups 2 (366 female subjects) and h 
(185 subjects 19 years of age and younger), ;v

bo Items of strongest disagreement were recalled 
more often than Items of lesser disagreement by the 
entire group and all the sub-groups, for both first



and s@e©nd recalls, ; ; .
5= Correlations were higher for the youngest age 

group (19 years and younger) than for the other age 
groups.on both first and second recall, although not 

' significantly so.*;""): / . ■ \  ̂ ; : ;
6, A coiaparisoh.of the. correlations of subjects 

who; rated themselves "interested11 in polities and sub- , 
jects'who rated themselves not interested showed al~.
, most no difference between the two. Similarly9 there 
was no.appreciably difference; hetween the results ob
tained from.students enrolled ih the Liberal Arts col
lege and those of' students enrolled in other . colleges.

B o .  Discuss ion,
. The results obtained on the first recall for the 

entire group agree substantially with most of the pre
vious studies,; particularly those of A0L, Edwards (1) 
and ..Postman and Murphy (3) (cf, no, 1-3), However 5 for 
every if ©up studiedy the correlation between amount of 
recall and strength of agreement-disagreement diminished 
during the week between the first and second recalls. 
This is a rather unexpected development. Although the 
difference is not statistically significant, the de~ 
crease", is present in all cases ? and the trend it seems 
to indicate does not conform to the results obtained



ia other studies, among them that of Levine and Murphy (2)„ 
In that study, two groups of subjects (5" in each group), 
one pro-GoimunistV the other anti-Gomiriunis t, were given 
the . task of 1 earning pro-̂ ComiiunlSt._ and;̂ anti"Comuaist par
agraphs. On subsedueht.tests for recall, one every week 
for four weeks, the pro“Communists scored better on the- 
pro“Communis t paragraphs, and the ariti-Communi s ts scored 
'better on the .anti"Communist paragraphs<. The memory di
vergence for each group was larger;'fbr; each succeeding, 
week,No explanation can be offered here for the dis
crepancy between the .results.obtained in this -study and 
those obtained by Levine and Murphy, f

The results of this experiment-indicated a signif
icant direct relationship between .the rank order of recall 
on the one hand and the strength of agreement-disagreement 
Vdf.̂the;. aa.terial'-.heing recalled oh the other. This .rela
tionship was more orfless uniform throughout the ih-poiht 
agreement-disagreement continuum with two notable excep-

1, The ikth item,. - This, the Item of stronge.st. dis- ; 
agreement, was almost always recalled a greater number of 
.times than the three or four items just preceding'it,
Whose' strengths of disagreement were progressively .less, - 
This result agrees substahtialTy with: those of previous . .;



studies5 principally that of Postman and Murphy, who eon-- 
■ eluded fhat :"Associations with which the suhject has an 
;extreme, emphatic attitude are formed more speedily than 
associations toward which the subjects attitude is less 

: emphaticof1 (3? po ), :t . m i  - y:/- \ i i  ,/r

2o She 6th„ 7th and 8th Items. :For most•.of ■ the
. groups studied, the 6th iipth apd Pth:items (near the 
midpoint of the scale): yielded higher amounts of recall 
than those of their immediate neighbors= This.result, 
of course, is opposed to not only; the conclusions of i; • . 
Postman and Murphy (3), but also to thos e of almost 
every other study in the literature. The most plausible 
explanation that can be offered for this unusual rise 
in the midpoint of the a gr e 'em eh t - d i s a g r e emen t - scale is in 
terms of an inherent weakness in.the construction; of the 
test for '.this experiment, A subject who is presented with 
a statement to which he reacts only mildly may notbe able 
to make up his mind, whether' he agrees with .it or disagrees 
He studies the statement and its implicatiohs; more care--"
- fully, trying to make up his mind, : This prolonged de
liberation facilitates his recall of" the statement. This . 
perhaps explains thy items 6 .̂7 and 8 of ten showed unex
pectedly high amounts of recall, reducing the.directness 
of the relationship in.this experiment, between agreement-



disagreement aM recalls: If we were to diseard items - 
65 7? 8 and 14- from our results, a cursory examination 
of the resuits given in Table 5 (pp„ 24-25? first re
call) would show a relationship between amount of re- 
Gall and strength of agreement-disagreement that ap- 5 
proaohes peffeot correlation. . :

Perhaps the most striking conclusions indicated by 
this study are those which-hah. be drawn from’a comparison 
of results between male and female . subjects» For both - 
first and second recalls the correlations'for females 
"(0851 and 7589, respectively) were significant at the • 
ipl levelo’V For. males', the correlations (.602 and . 032) 
were•only barely significant on the first recall, but 
far from significant on the; second recall. Since, no 
other study,hnown has attempted to relate the factor : p • 
of sex of the subjects to the effect of, attitude upon ./bPp 
memory, we have no basis for comparison, and can only p 
;guess as to the causes' for,, such a divergence." ; .
f F o r :  thepthree ago. groups considered, an inverse p .pp'’, 
relatibnship7 was shown to exist . between the age of the - 
Subjects and the size, of the correlation. The youngest 
subjects, on'both first and. second recalls, provided 
correlations ;(.851 and o6535 respectively) significant 
at greater than the .02 -level. This, was considerably more



significant on .feeth recalls than;cofraiations obtained 
from the-other two age groups0 - i
" Again, no previous study- is known to hare consid

ered the age of the subjects as a possible factor in v:
the effect-of attitude mpon? recall| consequently there ;•
is no basis for va:. corearison of results» n ^
" Contrary to what one- would expect 9 the two sets -. •;
of:' comparisons' made above ;(age ' and sex) indicate that, 
attitude plays a lesser part in recall among groups who -
are presumably more eonoerried' with.the subject matter9 
rather than less ooncerned. We would assume that older 
subjects are more actively concerned with pbliticai mat
ters than younger subjects, particularly, those not" old 
enough to vote o We would assume, also, that male subjects 
are more concerned with politics' than female subjects =. 
in both cases, recall was more, "selective"' (1*, e,, the 
Correlation was'higher) for those: presumably less con- . 
corned trith politicSo However, if this were the case.,,, it, 
would follow that subjects who rated themselves, "interested 
in polities would have lower correlations, than subjects who 
: rated themselves "not interested<. M To a very small extent, 
the opposite was true. Gorreiations; on the first recall 
for these groups wore ..780. and »;710, ■ respectiyely. On 
the second recall the correlations were .h-77 and .442, ;



.: . ' ¥11o : SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY '

A> Surgestieas for improving some of the methods 
used In this stady. .#iile the results of this experi
ment have yielded correlations statistically signifi- ; 
cant (for;the most part)5 certain shortcomings in the 
administration of the test as well as in its construc
tion' became evident almost -as soon as the experiment got " 
under way = The degree, to which these defects could have 
altered the results is uncertain0 For any future ex- ; • 
periment in this field using a ' Similar 'method., {some of JL 
the malor defects of the test procedure and construction: 
that have: been encountered are listed; . v.
,' 1. Defects in the test construction, .1 :

a) tfhe assumption of equal intervals on the agree- 
ment-disagreement scales Any scale of this type, part- 
icularly if it is "being used as one measure -of:values in 
a correlation-type setup2'should either have equally 
spaced- intervals9 or intervals whose inequalities are 
known. For the purpose" of. this -.experiment ? we assumed 
that the subjects .had definite opinions .concerning all, 
ih items presented to them. This probably was not the 
case 9 and it may well have been far from if. Further-



' - more, it would' be eyen less likely- that;any ■ large number* 
of subjects had opinions on all- fourteen statements which 
could be 'sized up quickly by them and placed in a position ■ 
on a scaleo Going on from this, to assume, further, that 
the resultant steps in the scale should have equal'spacing: ' 
seems to be asking too much. A more careful technique 

ywould involve a) testing the subjects beforehand for know-- 
ledge of ■ the subject matter to be dealt with:, b) reducing 
the site of the scale so that attltudinai distinctiohs w 
between items do not have to be drawn too finely5 and c) 
making. sure, by internal analysis, that the. steps on the 
scale are'either.approximately equal or have known varia
tions', . . .

b) The assumption. of . a "smooth" transition between ' j 
■: items- of agreement and items of. disagreements This iac** . .. 
tor is related to the problem of equal intervals, and was ty 
discussed in the previous chapter, with regard, to the.un
usually high recall values obtained for the middle seg
ments on the::: rank #dai;;scale Hagr.eem©nt-disagreemento; 
4ny method to overcome this 'apparent defect may necessarily - 
involve oitherwa) a previous determination that the sub-. 
jects do have an easily-decided attitude toward all the 
items , or 'b); the .constrnction of two. scales, one "agreer' r 
and the other "disagree" rather than one continuum from 
strong agreement to"strong disagreement, Perhaps a com-



bination of both would furnish the best solution,
c) The assumption of subjects1 familiarity with all 

fourteen statements° As has been noted, it is improbable 
that all fourteen items elicited a clear reaction of 
agreement or disagreement with all the subjects, or even ; _ 
that all the subjects understood what the statements meantt 
The following steps may assist in overcoming this defecti,
1) Present an attitude schedule containing, a'large number 
of items measuring'the attitude toward any given subject 
to a large group, including in the schedule some device 
for ascertaining that the subject is familiar with the 
material, father than merely placing a check mark at ran
dom somewhere on a list of Confusing items § 2) Select from 
all the items those with which the subjects were most 
familiar and to which they had the best attitude distribu
tions 3) Select a group corresponding as closely as pos
sible to the first group (in age-sex composition, etc„} 
for. the a^lnistration of the experiment proper 0

d) The assumption that attitudes for the groups 
studied remained the ' same during the week between the first 
arid second recalls» ■While it is not very likely that any 
shift in the attitudes of the subjects could have altered 
the final results to any appreciable degree, a more rigidly 
controlled experiment should determine this possibility
of change, and consider it with reference to the results , 
obtainedo Levine and Murphy have commented upon this



aspect of the experimental procedure 9 and have come forth 
with the possible solution that ’’It may be necessary to 
have the subjects taking questionnaires3 or some other 
form of attitude schedule9 throughout the learning and for
getting periods —  questionnaires which will seek the same 
information each time9 but so worded that it retains in
terest and meaning for the subjectso For *time’ alone 
does not cause forgetting —  and postulating a stable 
frame of reference; during the entire experiment may not 
be approprlateo" (2? p0 5l5o) ' . / -

2o Defects in the Administration of the Tests 
a) The assumption of cooperation on the part of the 

subjects: The first session of the experiment, (which in
cluded the first recall) was given to the various classes 
during a period of three days,, The subjects were asked 
repeatedly not to discuss the experiment with anyone9 
but there is no assurance that some of the subjects tested 
after the first group did not hear about it and thereby - : 
know what was comingo This may have had some effect upon 
the amount of material recalled by subsequent groups for 
both the first and second recalls; however9 it seems very 
doubtful that the correlations coUld have been appreciably 
affected. The same holds true for collusion on the part 
of some of the subjects during the first and second recalls, 
While there was some evidence of cheating on the part of



a few subjects, it seems improbable that the very few 
times that this took place could have altered the cor
relations to any appreciable degree» However, a more' 
rigidly controlled experiment would have eliminated even ' 
these small probabilities of error by conducting the 
tests simultaneously, and by using standard precautions 
(e0g=, alternate seating) to avoid cheating.,,

Bo Discussion of Some of the Factors Possiblv Re
lated to the Problem of Recall of Controversial Material 
Which Were Hot Considered in This Studyr At this point, 
it should be stressed that only a very few of the infin* 
ite number of factors by which subjects can be classi
fied were .considered,-. Our conclusions were only in terms : 
of the specific attitude chosen, and for a given set of 
subjects made available for the experiment„ We have no 
assurance that this same gpoup would have produced simi
lar results for another attitude, e.g,, religion, race 
prejudices similarly, we have no assurance that with the 
same attitude, under the same experimental setup, a group 
of merchants, farmers ,or housewives would have- produced 
results .comparable to those obtained from college students, 

From our total group, we chose sub-groups based upon 
age, sex, etc,, which were easily classifiable» The.factor 
of intelligence, as well as the whole gamut of Other per
sonality factors which produce individual differences —



these were not ignored because they were considered minor 
f a c t o r s ?  they were reluctantly omitted because it was 
necessary to restrict the scope, of the experiment to 
the limits dictated by feasibility. Moreover9 the inclu
sion of a. dozen other factors would only have enlarged 
the description of the experimental conditionsj it would 
have brought us no closer toward closing the gap between 
:a specific conclusion and the broad generalization based 
upon that conclusion.



1-VII, SUMM4EY

■ This was am exploratory study9 attempting to de
termine the relationship between attitude toward poli
tical statements and the ability to recall those state
ments., •

A number of college students (6 6 9) were asked to 
arrange 7 '-pr©-Democratic and 7 anti^Democratic state
ments in rank order of agreement-disagreeiaent. The 
subjects were tested for recall of the statements im
mediately. after ranking them, and again one week later* 

For the entire group on the .first recall, the re
sults showed a significant direct relationship between
(a) the congruence of the material with the subjects'
frames of reference, and (b) their ability to recall.. , ... <  ̂  ̂ \ "
those statements= Correlations were highest for fe
males' and the youngest age groupthey were lowest for; 
males and the oldest age group*:» . f.’

’Statements with which the subjects disagreed strong 
est were recalled more successfully than statements of 
1’esser disagreement <> Statements of strongest agreement 

• were always recalled better than any of the other state
ments,.

. For the entire gfoup, correlations were lower on



the second recall than on the first recall= While all 
differences between correlations were not statistically 
significant9 they showed a trend,

Several possible defects in the construction and 
administration of the test were discussed, and suggestions 
were made to eliminate them, .:



J.PP11DIX
Composite of lesponses on AttitudinaX Schedule 

Administered to 669 Subjects

1, Answer either (a) or (b) below§
(a) I am not much interested in politics9 but if I 

had to make a- choice between parties 9 I think I would be a ....
(122) Republican
(91) Democrat -
(20) Other
(b) I am interested in national.political affairs, and generally align myself with the 'following, party:
(171) Democratic
(239) Republican ' • '
(26) Other

1 2,' "The Federal Government, should take on more func
tions which the individual states are too poor or backward 
to take on." With this statement I

• (87) Strongly7disagree :
' (1901 Disagree ' v/y I

(9 8) Am undecided
(2 3 6) Agree / .-
(58) Strongly agree .
3» ‘'America won the Mar 9 yet lost the peace6 \ This is so because of the constant blunders and betrayals within 

.our own State DepartmentoM With this statement I . .



(1 0 1) Strongly, agree;.
(171) Agree
(127) Am undecided

(6 7) Strongly disagree
ho ' My opinion of the average voter who usually 

votes Bemocratie in national elections is that he is
(3 3) A "hanger-on" who is looking for a hand-out

of some kind .
(77) A member of the uninformed lower classes who .has simply been "led along"
(b-67) lot any different from the average Republican 

■ voter - -
(6W  A person with some sense of fairness who wants to see that fairness expressed in government
(28) An intelligently informed voter? anxious for

good, progressive government -
• 56. I believe that labor unions

(22) Are a. menace to the public good-and as such 
. .should be outlawed -

(M-28) Should be allowed to function, but should be ' more 'figidl:y3restrict;ed; : v 3.
(1 5 6) Should be permitted to operate pretty much as

■ p/ v i-f; they do -now'v : ;;'; " . ■ , ' ■
(3U-) Should be freed from some of the restrictions . now in effect; against them
(29) Are an expression of democracy, and should not

be restricted in any way .
6» Senator McCarthy has eriticized the efficiency and 

loyalty of various Democrats in office» With these criti
cisms I usually
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(5 1) Strotigly agree - ̂
(l89) Agree
(23W-) Am undecided
(133) Disagree
(62) Strongly disagree
7» As a•President9 1 weuld say that Franklin D» 

jRoosevelt wasIn general, -
.(29') Very poor
- (9 9) Poor ■ ; - ; ' V .. .
(48) Am undecided.
(2 4 3) Good 
(250) Very good
8 a I "believe that as a President, Harry fruman has 

been ■
(11) Very good
(1 3 6) Good
(84) Am undecided ■
(265) Poor
(173) Very poor

. 9 a “Dean Acheson has. not done his job well (as Secre
tary of State) and should be dismissed immediately." With 
this statement I

(71) Strongly agree
(133) Agree
(215) Am undecided .
(208) Disagree
(42) Strongly.disagree .



10, With the philosophy behind eoBipulsory health 
insurance <, 1

(139) Strongly disagree
(146) Disagree ■
(112) Am undeelded
(21̂ ) Agree
(58) Strongly agree
11, My opinion of Truman!s dismissal of General Mac- 

Arthur was one of
(82) Strong agreement
(1̂ -0) Agreement
(40) I was indifferent- in the matter
(195) Disagreement
(212) Strong disagreement
12, I: find that with the policies of the Democratic 

Administration I usually
(16) Strongly agree 
(2 3 8)- Agree ■ i
(146) Am undecided

. (220) Disagree- .4 - ■ : m ,
(49) Strongly disagree
1 3, ‘President Truman has succeeded in shaping up at least a fairly effective foreign policy, despite non-construct ive criticism and lack of !,cboperatlon among the Re

publicans in Congress," With this statement I would
(17) Strongly Agree
(167) Agree
(101) Am undecided
(2 6 0) Disagree
(124) Strongly disagree



lAf-o I believe that on the whole 3 Republicans
(33) Are too conservative to be at the head of the government of a modern9 complex society
(71) Are ordinarily fine for variety in government<, but are too conservative for these days of 

crisis : :
(3 6 8) Are really not any different from Democrats
(185) Should generally share government with Democrats? but in days of crisis we need the stability 

which only they (the,Republicans) can give us
(iS)v •Possess the only philosophy which can govern us 

well at any time
15° I believe that Franklin D„ Roosevelt saw the attack on Pearl Harbor as
(17) A successful result of his own long9 careful plotting \
(73) A "fortunate misfortune" in that it provided 

a means to further his political ambitions
(1 1 7) I have no opinion on this question
(1 6 8) Unfortunate9 except for its value as an instrument to arouse and unite the American people
(294) A great misfortune which he sincerely regretted from any aspect

,• l6 o. In the I952 Presidential elections 3 I would
(19) TQbe Democratic if almost any of the Democrats , now considered for the Job is; nominated
(105) Vote Democratic if my favorite Democratic candidate is nominated '
((ill) Believe that there would not be much difference . whether'a Democrat .or Republican were elected

■ - President :
(253) Vote Republican if my favorite Republican candi- 

■ date is nominated
(1 6 1) Vote Republican if almost any of the Republicans now considered for the 30b is;nominated
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